The variety of Bayesian MAP approaches to emission tomography proposed in recent years can both stabilize reconstructions and lead to improved bias and variance. In our previous work [1, 2], we showed that the thin-plate (TP) prior, which is less sensitive to variations in first spatial derivatives than the conventional membrane (MM) prior, yields improved reconstructions in the sense of low bias. In spite of the several advantages of such quadratic smoothing priors, they are still less than ideal due to their limitations in edge preservation. In this paper we use a convex but nonquadratic (CNQ) potential function, which provides a degree of edge preservation. As in the case of quadratic priors, a class of two-dimensional smoothing splines with first and second partial derivatives are applied to the new potential function. In order to reduce difficulties such as oversmoothing for MM and edge overshooting for TP, we also generalize the prior energy definition to that of a linear combination of MM and TP using a control parameter [3] , and observe its transition between the two extreme cases. To validate advantages of our new priors, we first perform extensive numerical studies using a digital phantom to compare the bias/variance behavior of CNQ priors with that of quadratic priors. We also use physically acquired PET emission and transmission data from phantoms to observe the efficacies of our new priors. Our numerical studies and results using physical phantoms show that a combination of first and second partial derivatives applied to the CNQ potential yields improved quantitative results in terms of scalar metrics of image quality computed from independent noise trials and good qualitative results for both emission and transmission images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, Bayesian maximum a posteriori (MAP) approaches have been a topic for image reconstruction in emission computed tomography (ECT). This is due mainly to the fact that the MAP approach can not only model the system model and statistical character of the data in a natural way, but it also allows the incorporation of a priori information on the underlying source distribution.
As in the case of emission images, statistical reconstruction methods for transmission images in ECT have also been 1 This work was supported in part by a grant (HMP-98-E-1-0008) of the Good Health R&D Project from the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Korea. Y. Choi was supported in part by Samsung Grant SBRI C-97-023. of interest since they can reduce major problems that arise in filtered backprojection (FBP), such as singularities and systematic biases for low-count scans [4] . Many statistical methods are based on the original transmission ML-EM (maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization) algorithm proposed by Lange and Carson [5] , and some are extended to MAP approaches by incorporating Bayesian smoothing priors [4, 6] .
Most common MAP approaches involve assumptions on the local spatial characteristics of the underlying source and model the prior probability as Gibbs distributions, which are equivalent to Markov random field models. In these approaches, neighboring pixels in the underlying source are assumed to have similar intensities. A host of different formulations to model the Gibbs priors have been proposed in the literature. In particular, the nonquadratic smoothing priors that allow spatial discontinuities have led to good performance [7, 8, 9, 1] .
In our early work [1] , a nonquadratic prior (the weak plate [10] ) that imposed piecewise smoothness on the first derivative of the solution led to much improved bias/variance behavior relative to results obtained using a more conventional nonquadratic prior (the weak membrane) that imposed piecewise smoothness of the zeroth derivative. In spite of the good performance of the weak plate, it suffered difficulties in optimization due to the nonconvexity of its potential function. In order to overcome these problems, we proposed [2] a new quadratic smoothing prior, the thin plate, and showed that, by relaxing the requirement of imposing spatial discontinuities and using instead a quadratic (no discontinuities) smoothing prior, algorithms become easier to analyze, solutions easier to compute, and hyperparameter calculation becomes less of a problem. In this case, the similar bias/variance advantages of the weak plate over the weak membrane were retained for the quadratic version of the priors, the thin plate vs. the membrane. Nevertheless, this model is still less than ideal due to its oversmoothing action in edge regions.
In this paper we use a convex-nonquadratic potential function [11] . Our motivation of choosing such a potential function stems from the comparison of the quantitative performance of the weak plate and the thin plate reported in [1, 2] ; the advantages of each prior model in our previous work encouraged us to investigate whether those advantages might be merged in a single form of the prior model by choosing the new convex version of nonquadratic potential function. We note that, by choosing a potential function which is nonquadratic but is still convex, both the nonconvexity involved in some nonquadratic priors and the oversmoothness in edge regions in quadratic priors may be avoided. In this case, the new potential function may be considered a compromise between the quadratic function of the thin plate and the nonquadratic "broken parabola" function [1] of the weak plate. Since the new potential function is nonquadratic, large jumps in the pixel intensities can be preserved. In addition, the convexity of the function not only provides for a globally convergent optimization algorithm, but also supports a variety of useful theoretical noise analyses [12] .
In this work, we focus on the validation of our new priors using numerical simulations as well as physically acquired PET (positron emission tomography) data from several phantoms. The remainder of this paper describes our new prior models, develops the reconstruction algorithms, performs and presents the results of numerical studies and experimental results showing good performance on real PET emission/transmission data.
II. CONVEX-NONQUADRATIC PRIORS
The general form of the Gibbs distribution which we will use is given by
where F is the two-dimensional (2-D) random field, f the 2-D source distribution comprising pixel components, the positive hyperparameter that weights the prior relative to the likelihood term, Z a normalization of no concern here. The function E(f) is the Gibbs prior energy, which is defined by the sum of energies of individual "cliques" in a local neighborhood N ij of a pixel located at (i; j):
The argument of the potential function ( ) is usually defined as a discrete first spatial derivative. In order to model gradual transition regions, however, the argument can take the form of a discrete second spatial derivative. One widely used potential function takes a simple quadratic form: ( ) = 2 . In this case, the corresponding quadratic prior energies used in our previous work [2] the thin-plate prior, second partial derivative terms are used for the argument of the Gibbs potential functions.
One could also consider a generalized form of the quadratic prior energy by a linear combination of the membrane (MM) and the thin plate (TP), which is given by
(1) where 2 0; 1] is the weight parameter; = 0 reduces (1) to the membrane energy and = 1 to the thin plate energy. It is important to point out that, while the solution obtained from the MM prior oversmoothes the discontinuities and incurs large bias error, it is often observed that the TP solution exhibits overshoots around discontinuities, which may be the major drawback of the TP prior [3] . On the other hand, it has been shown [3] that the hybrid model, by combining MM and TP using (1) with = 0:5, alleviates such problems (see Fig. 1 ).
Although the quadratic priors have several advantages and can also be further improved by the hybrid model, they are still less than ideal due to their fundamental limitations in edge preservation. In order to overcome this problem, we use a convex-nonquadratic (CNQ) potential function which is given by [11] ( ) = j j ; (2) where 1 < < 2. One can easily notice that the function in (2) provides a degree of edge preservation by penalizing large pixel differences less than small pixel differences. Figure 2 shows the derivative potential function, @ ( ) @ , whose magnitude specifies the "strength" of smoothing [13] . Unlike quadratic priors, where the increment of the penalty (the strength of smoothing) with respect to the increment of the pixel difference is constant for all pixel differences, CNQ priors reveal less increment of the penalty for large pixel differences as shown in given by
where E 1 and E 2 are comparable to the membrane and the thin plate, respectively, in the quadratic case. For the CNQ prior energy with second partial derivatives in (4), there exist alternate forms of using a separate potential function for each second partial derivative [14] .
As in the quadratic case, we may write a linear combination of the above two energy functions, given by A variety of algorithms can be used to minimize the above objective functions. In this work, for simplicity, we used the ICM (iterated conditional modes) for quadratic priors [2] and the OSL (one-step-late) [8] wheref n ij is the object estimate at location (i; j) and iteration n, g t the number of detected counts in the detector bin indexed by t at angle , and H t ;ij the probability that a photon (or a pair of photons) emitted from location (i; j) is recorded at the detector bin at (t; ). For transmission, the associated OSL algorithm is given by:
where^ n ij is the estimated attenuation factor at location (i; j) and iteration n, M t ;ij and N t ;ij the expected number of photons entering and leaving pixel (i; j) along the projection ray indexed by t at angle , respectively. Here, J ij is the set of projections to which pixel (i; j) contributes with their chord lengths l t ;ij . The OSL algorithm for transmission is based on the EM algorithm by Lange and Carson [5] , where the second approximation in a Taylor series in the derivation of the M-step is implicit.
III. NUMERICAL STUDIES
We first evaluated and compared the quantitative performance of our new priors using a realistic digital phantom derived from primate autoradiography [15] , which contains a variety of edge structures (see Fig. 3 ). We scaled the phantom so that the noise level corresponded to 500,000 counts. For the given phantom and noise level, we generated 50 Monte Carlo noise trials by adding independent realizations of Poisson noise to the noiseless projection data. In order to focus only on the quantitative performance of our new priors, we simply ignored physical factors such as attenuation and scatter in the following numerical studies.
For the iterative MAP algorithms used in our experiments, we chose a sufficient number of iterations (150 iterations) after which the change in reconstruction was negligible. Thus, iteration number was removed as a parameter in all comparisons of MAP reconstructions. However, since ML-EM diverges in root-mean squared error (RMSE), we chose two stopping criteria and designated the resulting reconstructions as EM-1 and EM-2, respectively. EM-1 was chosen by observing the iteration number at which reconstructions minimized RMSE, and EM-2 was based on the simple heuristic of choosing the iteration number that optimized qualitative resemblance of reconstruction and phantom. The iteration numbers for EM-1 and EM-2 were 20 and 30, respectively.
For the choice of the values of hyperparameters ( and ) in our initial tests, we simply chose the values that led to a best reconstruction in terms of minimum RMSE relative to the phantom. Of course, this method of fixing hyperparameters to enable comparisons could be replaced by possibly better criteria, such as task-specific criteria like those in [12] and maximum likelihood estimation [16, 17] . A similar strategy was also used in FBP; a Hanning window was adjusted to lead to a minimum RMSE. 
wheref k ij is the k th reconstruction of the k th noise trial of phantom f at the location (i; j) and the summation is over K = 50 independent noise trials. Figures 4 and 5 show our pointwise bias and STD images, respectively. A given figure comprises images displayed with same grey scale to allow visual comparisons. In general, the bias images show a negative bias for high-signal regions and a positive bias for low signal regions. The results for EM-1 and EM-2 show the usual bias/variance tradeoff inherent in ML-EM; fewer iterations lead to lower variance but larger bias, and the opposite is true for the larger number of iterations. Note that the FBP algorithm reveals the patterning artifact in its bias image, and "spreads" variance across the entire image area. The patterning artifact in the FBP bias images is due to the fact that different pixels exhibit different detector responses due to interpolation effects in our chord-weighted projector. The transition of bias images for MAP-CNQ reconstructions as varies from 0 to 1 (i.e., CNQ1 to CNQ3) is similar to that of bias images for quadratic priors (i.e., MM to TP); the firstorder model ( = 0) yields relatively larger bias error than the second-order model ( = 1), and the combination ( = 0:5) of the first-order and the second-order models compromises the bias errors for = 0 and = 1.
Interesting results are seen in the case of STD images. The STD image for MAP-CNQ1 shows high variance in sharp edge regions. This effect appears to be due to the fact that the CNQ1 prior results in unstable estimates of edge location; in different noise realizations, the locations of continuity breaks can shift. In fact, the similar effect in STD images was also observed when the weak membrane prior was used in our early work [1] . Compared to the results from the weak membrane prior, however, the variance for CNQ priors in edge regions is not as high as that for nonconvex priors since CNQ priors allow limited smoothing at discontinuities. respectively, where the RMSE of the k th reconstruction, r k , is given by r k = trials, t 2 , which is defined by t 2 def = P ij (b 2 ij + s 2 ij ), where b ij and s ij are the bias and standard deviation quantities defined in (6) and (7), respectively. The difference between mean ( r ) of RMSE's and TSE (t 2 ) and is that, while r is obtained by first calculating RMSE in space for each noise trial and then by taking averages over noise trials, t 2 is obtained by first calculating b 2 ij and s 2 ij at each location (i; j) over noise trials and then by summing over space. Numerical results for RMSE and TSE are listed in Table 1 . The values in (parentheses) indicate STD's of RMSE's. For the calculation of both RMSE and TSE, we used a mask that excluded the background of the image to optimize free parameters for the object only. In this case, the error due to the patterning artifact in FBP is excluded and FBP fares well. Note that, for a given potential function, setting = 0:5 or = 0:5 reveals the smallest values of both RMSE and TSE in all MAP reconstructions. This is presumably due to the fact that the linear combination of the first-and second-order models compromises the two extreme constituent models well by reducing oversmoothing and overshooting errors inherent in the first-and second-order models, respectively. Note also that the CNQ2 prior exhibits the smallest values of both RMSE and TSE among the algorithms used in our experiments. In particular, comparison of the MAP-CNQ2 and MAP-HB results in RMSE clearly shows that the performance of the CNQ2 prior is superior to that of the HB prior (0.1609 vs. 0.1658), whereas the CNQ2 prior yields equally small STD (around 0.003) as the HB prior.
The results above are predicated on a single value of the hyperparameter based on a minimum RMSE criterion. Since hyperparameters control performance, we also include a study involving a range of hyperparameters. Figure 6 shows, in an ensemble sense, the effects of the hyperparameters ( for both MAP-HB and MAP-CNQ2, and for MAP-CNQ2) in terms of TSE over a range of values, where each parameter was swept around the values of and chosen by our minimum RMSE criteria (designated as 0 and 0 , respectively). The values of 0 used in our experiments were 1.7 and 1.0 for MAP-HB and MAP-CNQ2, respectively, and 0 = 1:2 for MAP-CNQ2. ?1 = 0:9 0 ; 0 ; 1 = 1:2 0 . In this case, the variation of each parameter was 20% of 0 and 0 except for ?1 , which was ?10% since > 1 for our CNQ priors. Note that the overall behavior of the effect of in TSE for both MAP-HB and MAP-CNQ2 is similar to each other, but MAP-CNQ2 seems to be more sensitive to the variation of . This is presumably due to the fact that, unlike the MAP-HB which involves only one hyperparameter ( ), the MAP-CNQ2 has two hyperparameters ( and ) and the variation of one parameter affects the other. For example, as decreases for < 0 , MAP-CNQ2 not only gets noisier but also creates more discontinuities for a given value of , thereby revealing higher variance and larger TSE. As increases for > 0 , on the other hand, MAP-CNQ2 reveals larger bias error around the discontinuities. According to our numerical results summarized in Table 1 , however, the MAP-CNQ2 with properly chosen hyperparameters yields smaller TSE than the MAP-HB.
IV. RESULTS USING PHYSICAL PHANTOMS
To observe qualitatively the efficacies of our new CNQ priors, we acquired physical data using a GE Advance PET scanner, which contains 18 detector rings yielding 35 slices at 4.25-mm center-to-center slice separation. We acquired 2-D data using the scanner's high sensitivity mode with septa in. The phantoms used in our studies were the Hoffman brain phantom and an elliptical lung-spine body phantom (Data Spectrum, Chapel Hill, NC), where the Hoffman brain phantom (referred to as phantom A) was used mainly for the evaluation of our priors in the reconstruction of emission images, the body phantom (referred to as phantom B) was used mainly for transmission.
For phantom A in Fig. 7 , we acquired the emission data from an 18 FDG scan for 10 minutes, the transmission data for 15 minutes and the blank data for 30 minutes. The corresponding number of detected coincidences for emission was approximately 1 million. The sinogram dimension for both emission and transmission scans was 281 bins and 336 angles, and the reconstructed images were 128 2 with 2.92-mm pixels.
Since the transmission image of phantom A contains no edge structures inside the object, we used a conventional attenuation correction technique, which uses the ratio of the measurements in the blank and transmission scans. Currently, we have not included factors to model scattered and random coincidences in our reconstruction algorithms. In this work, we simply used standard randoms subtraction techniques and the method of Bergstrom et al. [18] for scatter correction. In this case, the measurement is not strictly Poisson. For phantom B in Fig. 8 , we acquired 30-minute blank data and two transmission data; the duration of one transmission scan was 12 hours and the other scan was 10 minutes. For emission reconstructions, we also acquired the emission data from an 18 FDG scan for 10 minutes. The sinogram dimension in this case was the same as that for phantom A, but the pixel size of the reconstructed images was 3.44mm. Figure 8 shows transaxial sections through reconstructions of the transmission and 18 FDG emission images, where we compare transmission reconstructions using FBP, ML-EM, and MAP-CNQ2 in (a)-(e), and emission reconstructions using FBP and MAP-CNQ2 with different attenuation correction techniques in (f)-(h). We used the FBP reconstruction from 12-hour transmission scan in Fig. 8 (a) as a reference for other transmission reconstructions.
Several qualitative observations may be noted in Fig. 8 MAP reconstruction in (g) can be further improved by using reprojection of the MAP-CNQ2 transmission reconstruction in (e) for attenuation correction as shown in Fig. 8 (h). Figure 9 shows histograms of transmission images, where the abscissa is the pixel intensity and the ordinate is the number of pixels. The histograms, while obtained from the anecdotal reconstructions, show that MAP-CNQ2 outperforms MAP with quadratic smoothing priors as well as ML-EM and FBP in that the MAP-CNQ2 reconstruction yields a better separation of lung and soft tissue.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have considered new Gibbs priors whose potential function is convex and nonquadratic with arguments of these potential functions comprising "membranes" or non-standard "plates". The resulting objective functions contain linear combinations of these types of priors. The essence of our new priors is that they not only permit the recovery of discontinuities in the reconstructed image, but also provide for globally convergent optimization algorithms. Although the CNQ priors considered here do not preserve edges as well as those derived from nonconvex penalty functions, such as the weak membrane and the weak plate, their bias/variance behavior turns out to be a good compromise between nonconvex priors and quadratic priors. A reasonable conclusion for our numerical studies is that, since the CNQ potentials do not entirely prohibit smoothing at discontinuities, the variance of CNQ priors around edges over the different noise realizations is not as high as that of nonconvex priors, whereas their bias behavior is desirably similar to that of quadratic priors. Overall, the hybrid (membrane + plate) priors combined with the CNQ potential yielded the best results on quantitative simulations.
Our experimental results using physically acquired PET data show that our new priors yield good qualitative results for reconstructing transmission images as well as emission images. In particular, the CNQ priors exhibit improved boundary definition in both emission and transmission images.
Recently, several parallelizable algorithms have been introduced in the literature [4] , which can easily accommodate convex-nonquadratic penalties with a moderate number of iterations. Integrating our new priors in such algorithms and developing a systematic way of determining hyperparameters will make our new priors more practical in their clinical applications.
